Tabular environments

**tabbing environment**

\= Set tab stop. \> Go to tab stop.

Tab stops can be set on “invisible” lines with \kill at the end of the line. Normally \ is used to separate lines.

**tabular environment**

\begin{array}{pos}{cols}
\begin{tabular}{pos}{cols}
\begin{tabular*}{width}{pos}{cols}

**tabular column specification**

| l | Left-justified column. |
| c | Centered column. |
| r | Right-justified column. |
| p{width} | Same as \parbox[t]{width}. |
| @{decl} | Insert decl instead of inter-column space. |
| l | Inserts a vertical line between columns. |

**tabular elements**

\hline Horizontal line between rows.
\cline{x-y} Horizontal line across columns x through y.
\multicolumn{n}{cols}{text} A cell that spans n columns, with cols column specification.

On-line Resources

https://tobi.oetiker.ch/lshort/
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX
https://ctan.org/
https://tex.stackexchange.com/
https://texfaq.org/
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